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Abstract
This article seeks to tell an emotional history of car use through the genre of life-writing,

a source whose use in historical mobility research has recently been advocated by Colin

Pooley. It focuses on two diarists, Hugh Miller and Victor Klemperer, to uncover what

automobility looked and felt like in interwar Britain and Germany, when modern mass

motorisation was emerging. It highlights that experiences of automobility were hetero-

geneous and dependent on social position, combining the excitement and liberty popu-

larly associated with interwar car use with the banal, frustrating and terrifying. Motorists

like Miller and Klemperer felt conflicted about automobility and what it represented.

Their inner ambivalence points to a unique emotional engagement with the car, which

may help to explain its persistence in twentieth-century society and beyond.
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Introduction
On 22 November 1935, German professor Victor Klemperer took his first driving lesson.
In his diary he recorded a journey of mixed success: “At first it went terribly badly, I came
home completely shattered and soaked through, then much better – the high point of my
pride: a drive through the whole city”.1 Eight days later, British doctor Hugh Miller
recorded in his own diary a less eventful excursion by car: “Mileage 42,595.
Mundesley to Osterley with John solo. Tea:- Lakeman’s Newmarket (so-so)”.2 These
two men lived very different lives, but what they shared in common was that they
were both motorists during a new phase of the car’s history – a phase which, by trans-
forming a nineteenth-century technology into the definitive twentieth-century consumer
item, was to be the most enduring. The significance of what they wrote was implicit to the
form: driving a car in 1930s Britain and Germany was, quite literally, a noteworthy occa-
sion, and one loaded with feeling.

Scholarly literature on historical automobility has developed over the last two decades,
to encompass the design, production and consumption of the car, as well as its intersections
with myriad themes, not to mention its place in sociological systems of mobility.3 Yet
motorists like Klemperer and Miller are rarely front and centre of historical accounts. As
Colin Pooley notes in his recent research into historical mobility and diaries, on which
this paper seeks to build, “transport history has for the most part focused on the transport
itself rather than on the people who travel”.4 Not without good reason: records of sustained
quotidian car use at an individual level are scarce compared to the published motor tour
accounts and motoring press annals which necessarily catch historians’ attention. So
quickly did the car become ubiquitous that to many its significance was unconscious.

Using the diaries of Klemperer and Miller, this paper seeks to contribute to the litera-
ture on historical automobility in two novel respects. The first is with a comparative
approach, studying British and German motoring together. Such transnational studies
of automobility are uncommon, Gijs Mom’s recent worldwide histories of the automobile

1 Victor Klemperer, I Shall Bear Witness: The Diaries 1933–1941, translated by Martin Chalmers (London:
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1998), 173.
2 The National Motor Museum Motoring Archives, GB 307 MIL:1:1, William Hugh Miller, “Logbook 1,
1930–1947”, 52.
3 There are several fine breadth studies of British and German motoring, such as: Sean O’Connell, The Car in
British Society: Class, Gender, and Motoring 1896–1939 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1998);
David Thoms, Len Holden and Tim Claydon (eds.), The Motor Car and Popular Culture in the Twentieth
Century (Abingdon: Ashgate, 1998); Kurt Möser, Geschichte Des Autos (Frankfurt: Campus, 2002); and
Bernhard Rieger, The People’s Car: A Global History of the Volkswagen Beetle (Cambridge MA: Harvard
University Press, 2013). Notable themes in recent research include colonial motoring and automotive land-
scapes, see for instance: Gordon Pirie, “Non-urban Motoring in Colonial Africa in the 1920s and 1930s”, South
African Historical Journal, 63:1 (2011), 38–60; Gordon Pirie, “Automobile organizations driving tourism in
pre-independence Africa”, Journal of Tourism History, 5:1 (2013), 73–91; Joshua Grace, ‘Heroes of the Road:
Race, Gender and the Politics of Mobility in Twentieth Century Tanzania’, Africa: Journal of the International
African Institute, 83:3 (2013), 403–425; Peter Merriman, Driving Spaces: A Cultural-Historical Geography of
England’s M1 Motorway (Oxford: Blackwell, 2007); and Thomas Zeller, Consuming Landscapes: What We See
When We Drive and Why It Matters (Baltimore MA: John Hopkins University Press, 2022).
4 Colin Pooley and Marilyn E. Pooley, Everyday Mobilities in Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century British
Diaries (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2022), 6. See also Colin Pooley, “Spotlight on the Traveller: Individual
Experiences of Routine Journeys”, Journal of Transport History, 43:2 (2022), 214–231.
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being noteworthy exceptions.5 The second is by focusing on lived experiences of motor-
ing to tell an emotional history of the car. The car is “perhaps the most successful innov-
ation ever”, but it is also much more than a technological object, as Roland Barthes
famously wrote in 1957.6 Brian Ladd’s study of love and hate towards the automobile
testifies that this is not unchartered historiographical territory.7 However, a binary distinc-
tion between love and hate belies the range of emotions tied to automobility. As sociolo-
gist Mimi Sheller reminds us, “cars are above all machines that move people, but they do
so in many senses of the word.”8 Not that emotions are only engendered by and towards
the automobile. The “emotional turn” in recent research contends that emotions are not
just a “biological ‘response’ to an external… stimulus”, but “an active component of
experience and so something to be explained and which in turn helps us explain
events”.9 And if emotional history can enlighten automobility history, so is the reverse
true. The intersection of emotion with material objects is one of many emergent
themes in this flourishing field.10 Furthermore, historians of emotion have called for
greater interdisciplinary collaboration and the expansion of the field beyond academia.11

In this respect, the topic of automobility – patently relevant, and rooted in sociology, pol-
itics, economics, and technology, as well as history – has much to offer.

The growth of personal motoring in the first half of the twentieth century coincided
with a growth in diary keeping, and by the 1930s specialised diaries were marketed
for motorists.12 For some motorists a motoring diary was a travelogue; for others it
served a practical purpose, to track expenditure and repairs. The diaries of Klemperer
and Miller do both, and are exceptional, not just because they survive, but because
they were maintained for a remarkably long time. These men are unlikely bedfellows.
Klemperer was a motorist for less than three years; Miller for six decades. Even so, I
argue that by taking their diaries together, we can better understand the lived emotional
experience of automobility in Britain and Germany in the 1930s. This period has been
called the “first era of mass motoring”, if not in terms of actual car ownership, at least
in terms of popular aspirations for it.13 From these diaries we can surmise not just who
drove cars, and why (although this is important), but how they felt about them.

5 Gijs Mom, Atlantic Automobilism: Emergence and Persistence of the Car, 1895–1940 (New York NY:
Berghahn Books, 2015); and Globalizing Automobilism: Exuberance and the Emergence of Layered Mobility,
1900–1980 (New York NY: Berghahn Books, 2020).
6 Mats Bladh, “Origin of Car Enthusiasm and Alternative Paths in History”, Environmental Innovation and
Societal Transitions, 32 (2019), 153–168, here 153; Roland Barthes,Mythologies, translated by Annette Lavers
(New York NY: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1972), 88–90.
7 Brian Ladd, Autophobia: Love and Hate in the Automotive Age (Chicago IL: University of Chicago Press,
2008).
8 Mimi Sheller, “Automotive Emotions: Feeling the Car”, Theory, Culture and Society, 21:4 (2004), 221–242,
here 221.
9 Katie Barclay, “State of the Field: The History of Emotions”, History, 106:371 (2021), 456–466, here 457.
10 Ibid., 465.
11 Barbara H. Rosenwein and Riccardo Cristiani, What Is the History of Emotions? (Cambridge: Polity Press,
2018), 96–101.
12 Joe Moran, “Private Lives, Public Histories: The Diary in Twentieth-Century Britain”, Journal of British
Studies, 54:1 (2015), 138–162.
13 Sean O’Connell, “Taste, Status and Middle Class Motoring in Interwar Britain”, in Thoms et al., The Motor
Car and Popular Culture, 177–194.
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Historians and contemporaries have stressed the freedom and excitement of interwar
motoring, but I argue that car use was ambivalent, the relationship between driver and
vehicle complex. This complexity was rooted in both the car’s status as a novel technol-
ogy, and the fact that it was much more than that. Understanding how people like
Klemperer and Miller experienced automobility during the development of European
mass motorisation allows us to reflect on the origins of modern car culture at a time
when environmental concerns promise to transform the consumption of the automobile
once more.

Mom has argued for “de-centring” the history of automobility, by which he means
moving the discipline beyond the West and dispelling received notions of the car’s inev-
itable supremacy over other mobilities.14 This paper, while adopting a point of trans-
national comparison, does not decentre the car geographically in Mom’s sense, but by
uncovering the overlapping emotions associated with interwar automobility, it echoes
the “layeredness” of which he writes. Moreover, Pooley has shown that in the Western
context there is much to be learned about historical mobility from life writing, a
source uniquely positioned to convey personal emotions. In short, the need to uncover
transport histories around the world need not take us away from motorists like
Klemperer and Miller, the diversity of whose lived experiences is itself obscured by
the primacy of that Western mode of automobility which Mom seeks to dispute.

This article is divided into four sections. I begin by discussing the background of our
diarists. Secondly, I reflect on what interwar automobility looked like. Thirdly, I examine
the tension between the car’s capacity for freedom and its frustrating ability to constrain
it. From this we can trace a complex web of feelings attached to automobility, which, I
argue in the fourth section, extended beyond motorists like Klemperer and Miller to
account for the car’s persistence in society.

A tale of two motorists
William “Hugh”Miller (1904–1990) was born in Isleworth, West London, and graduated
as a doctor from Guy’s Hospital in 1928. In 1930, he took over the doctor’s practice in the
rural coastal village of Mundesley, Norfolk, where he worked until his retirement in the
1970s. He bought his first car, a 1928 Swift 10, in June 1930, and started a diary, or “log
book”, to record spending, repairs, mileage and journeys. These were succinct notes, but
sometimes he attempted to synthesise them into a readable narrative by accompanying
them with photographs, tickets and drawings. For example, when fuel rationing ended
in May 1950, he included a page from his ration book alongside a page reference to
the introduction of restrictions in September 1939.15 His diaries were donated to the
National Motor Museum Motoring Archives in Beaulieu, UK, in 2013.

Miller was well-respected in Mundesley, and is still remembered by many villagers as
a sincere and proficient doctor, who was gently spoken but authoritative and could be

14 Mom, Globalizing Automobilism.
15 The National Motor Museum Motoring Archives, GB 307 MIL:1:2, William Hugh Miller, “Logbook 2,
1947–1951”, 53.
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called upon at all hours. His numerous hobbies reflected the dedication and eye for pos-
terity displayed in his diaries: he was a member of Mundesley’s amateur dramatics group;
a self-taught pianist; a bee-keeper; an engineer and mechanical model maker; a photog-
rapher and cine enthusiast; and a collector of fossils, which he found on Mundesley beach
and displayed in his surgery’s waiting room.16 His father’s own photography collection
shows that many of his interests were inherited and developed from an early age, not least
his passion for motorised transport.17 Remarkably, some Mundesley residents who
shared their memories of Miller with me remembered him from the period we are con-
cerned with, including one who believed himself to be the first baby that Miller helped
to deliver upon moving to the village. It is testament to Miller’s standing in the commu-
nity, and the significance of his having a car, that another respondent still remembered the
registration number of the Triumph he owned between 1937 and 1952.18

Victor Klemperer (1881–1960) was a writer, philologist and professor of literature at
the Technische Hochschule Dresden. He bought his first car, an Opel (Figure 1), in March
1936, at which time he lived in the village of Dölzschen, at Dresden’s outskirts, and had
been keeping a diary for many years. In contrast to Miller’s diary, Klemperer’s was a lit-
erary account of daily life, in which motoring was a conspicuous topic, but not the
primary focus. Hans Reiss summaries Klemperer’s style thusly:

He avoids clichés and undue sentimentality, his observation is sharp, his characterisation of
people economical but acute, his portraits memorable, and his descriptions impressive. His
sharpness of vision, his single-mindedness and pertinacity in recording his experiences
endow his writing with authenticity.19

The entries Klemperer made between 1933 and 1945 have attracted considerable atten-
tion from historians of Nazi Germany. Klemperer was classed as Jewish because of his
parentage, despite being baptised as a Christian as an adult. Hence, while his occupation
had once brought social prestige, after 1933 he was a persecuted minority, forcibly retired
aged 53 on account of his Jewish heritage, made to subsist on an ever-decreasing monthly
pension, rehomed in 1940 to a Jewish-only house, and subjected to Nazi terror. One of
fewer than 200 Jews left in Dresden by February 1945 and days away from deportation,
he survived the Holocaust only because Allied bombing facilitated a fortuitous escape.
The publication of Klemperer’s Third Reich diaries was termed “perhaps the most extra-
ordinary literary and cultural event of the first decade of the reunified German
Republic”.20 His conviction that he must “bear witness” became an epithet and the

16 Some of Miller’s cine reels are deposited at the East Anglian Film Archive (EAFA) and are available online,
for example https://player.bfi.org.uk:free:film:watch-memorable-winter-of-1947–1947-online (accessed 02
April 2023).
17 This collection can be viewed online at https://collections.st-andrews.ac.uk:collection:
thomas-h-miller-scenic-photographic-collection:588439 (accessed 02 April 2023).
18 My thanks to the Mundesley residents who shared their memories of Dr. Miller, in particular Dr. Roger
Burford.
19 Hans Reiss, “Victor Klemperer (1881–1960): Reflections on his ‘Third Reich’ Diaries”, German Life and
Letters, 51:1 (1998), 65–92, here 67.
20 Howard Caygill, “Review: The Diaries of Victor Klemperer”, History Workshop Journal, 50 (2000), 291–294.
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title of his most well-known volume. He frequently wrote about motoring, sometimes dis-
patching the topic with an offhand remark and sometimes by devoting lengthy passages.
This content has largely, if understandably, been overlooked.21 Yet as the wealth of
scholarship on Nazi automobilism demonstrates, motoring and persecution were inextric-
ably linked.22 Driving was a way for Klemperer to assert personal freedom in the face of

Figure 1. Victor Klemperer and his wife Eva with their car, 1936, unknown photographer. SLUB

Dresden, Deutsche Fotothek.

21 An exception isAndrewDenning, ““Life IsMovement,Movement IsLife!”Mobility Politics and theCirculatory
State in Nazi Germany”, The American Historical Review, 123:5 (2018), 1479–1503, here 1495–1496.
22 For example Erhard Schütz and Eckhard Gruber, Mythos Reichsautobahn: Bau und Inszenierung der
“Straβen des Führers”, 1933–1941 (Berlin: Links, 1996). The politics of Nazi automobility was the focus of a
special issue of this journal; see Christian Klösch, Verena Pawlowsky and Gordon Pirie, “Austro-German
Transport Histories”, Journal of Transport History, 34:2 (2013), iii–iv.
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growing repression, and keeping the diary put him in such danger that he hid his manu-
scripts with a friend.

I am working from Martin Chalmers’ abridged translation of Klemperer’s diaries,
which contains some subjective editorial choices. For example, Chalmers has been cri-
tiqued for omitting Klemperer’s musings on cinema.23 Fortunately it is clear that the
car has been deemed “central to Victor Klemperer’s life during this period”, as
Chalmers sets out his editorial criteria, and therefore not subjected to the same cutting
treatment.24 For the diary form as a whole there are fundamental considerations to
bear in mind. Scholars have noted the potentially problematic nature of the genre as a his-
torical source.25 Diaries force us to wrestle with conflicts between the private and public,
literary and historical, spontaneous and deliberate. First-person narrative produces prose
which is innately personal, and therefore reflective of an individual, that is, the diarist; yet
this simultaneously suggests something singularly honest and authentic, which in turn
tempts us to see the diary as being representative of those like the diarist. We are thus
left to ponder whether the diaries of Miller and Klemperer constitute a tale of just two
motorists, or of thousands.

Interwar automobility: users and uses
Before 1914, motoring belonged exclusively to the wealthy upper classes, for whom the
car was an object of leisurely rather than quotidian use. However, during the First World
War, people from all walks of life were exposed to motorised transport. A soldier trans-
porting supplies by truck, or a nurse conveying patients by ambulance, could not help but
be struck by the car’s potential. This established popular aspirations for car ownership. In
Britain, proponents of the car could tout by 1922 “the beginning of a new era, the age of
petrol and automobility”.26 By 1932 there were one million cars on British roads, up from
only 100,000 in 1918.27 In 1920s Germany, the growth of personal motoring was hin-
dered by high purchasing costs, but from 1933 Nazi Motorisierung (motorisation)
policy sought to change this.28 By 1934 there were 661,773 registered private cars in
Germany.29 This figure more than doubled over the next four years, although it is
worth noting that the number of motorcycles was still higher, something which made
Germany unique amongst motorising nations.30 At any rate, if we consider the incidence

23 Katie Trumpener, “Review Essay: Diary of a Tightrope Walker: Victor Klemperer and His Posterity”,
Modernism:Modernity, 7:3, 487–507, here 489.
24 Klemperer, I Shall Bear Witness, xxvii.
25 See for example Irina Paperno, “What Can Be Done with Diaries?”, The Russian Review, 63:4 (2004), 561–
573.
26 “The Triumph of the Motor”, Daily Mail, 9 December 1922, 7.
27 O’Connell, The Car in British Society, 19–20; Ministry of Transport, Report of the Conference on Rail and
Road Transport, 29 July 1932 (London: HM Stationery Office, 1932), 7.
28 For a succinct overview see Anders Ditlev Clausager, “Motorisierung The German Motorization Program
1933–1939”, Automotive History Review, 52 (2010), 23–35.
29 Statistisches Jahrbuch für das Deutsche Reich, 1934 (Berlin: Reimar Hobbing, 1934), 169.
30 Statistisches Jahrbuch für das Deutsche Reich, 1938 (Berlin: Paul Schmidt, 1938), 231; Reinhold Bauer, “A
specifically German Path to Mass Motorisation? Motorcycles in Germany Between theWorld Wars”, Journal of
Transport History, 34 (2013), 101–116.
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of shared car ownership, as identified in Britain by O’Connell, the number of actual
motorists was perhaps even higher.31 Miller and Klemperer thus became motorists in
societies which, though motorised to different extents, had both embraced the vision
of a motorised future.

Car critic Winfried Wolf suggests that mass motorisation is predicated on the false
claim “that the car is for everyone”.32 Qualifying this premise in respect of interwar
Britain and Germany is an important contextual consideration. O’Connell argues from
his sample of interwar motorists that as many as one in eight were from working-class
backgrounds, representing a significant democratisation of motoring compared to
before the First World War.33 However, as O’Connell acknowledges, his sample is
drawn disproportionately from workers in the motor trade, who were more inclined to
own a car than the wider working-class population. David Thoms is correct in asserting
that the majority of British drivers were middle-class.34 In Germany, where hyperinfla-
tion had undermined the purchasing power of salaried professionals, the proportion if
not the actual number of middle-class motorists was similar.35 In both countries, most
motorists were male.36 Miller and Klemperer thus appear characteristic. Miller’s profes-
sion was uniquely identified with the car, and Mundesley villagers remember his car
being one of only a few in the village.37 Similarly, while Klemperer had lost his job
by the time he bought his car, his previous occupation was one associated with those pri-
vileged classes linked with motoring by the 1930s.

In other respects, Klemperer and Miller complicate our profile of the archetypal inter-
war motorist. Take the age at which they bought their first car: who was typical, the
26-year-old Miller, of a younger generation that we might expect to engage more will-
ingly with new technology, or the 54-year-old Klemperer, of a generation theoretically
better experienced and financed to do so? And what of location? Sales data tells us
that car ownership was predominantly urban. For example, 3350 cars were sold in
London during November 1938, and only 74 in predominantly rural Herefordshire.38

Yet Miller used his car in rural Norfolk, an area associated with poor roads and low
motoring uptake even decades later.

31 O’Connell, The Car in British Society, 33–34.
32 Winfried Wolf, Car Mania: A Critical History of Transport (London: Pluto Press, 1996), 149.
33 O’Connell, The Car in British Society, 35–36.
34 David Thoms, “Motor Car Ownership in Twentieth-Century Britain: A Matter of Convenience of a Marque
of Status?”, in Thoms et al., The Motor Car and Popular Culture, 42.
35 Fritz Blaich, “Why Did the Pioneer Fall Behind? Motorisation in Germany Between the Wars”, in Theo
Barker (ed.), The Economic and Social Effects of the Spread of Motor Vehicles (London: Macmillan, 1987),
148–164, here 151.
36 O’Connell, The Car in British Society, p. 46; Verena Pawlowsky, “Luxury Item or Urgent Commercial
Need? Occupational Position and Automobile Ownership in 1930s Austria”, Journal of Transport History, 34:2
(2013), 177–195, here 184. In 1933, eighty-eight per cent of British driving licences were held by men. The
proportion was similar in Austria, which we can take as broadly representative of Germany.
37 For the American example see Michael L. Berger, “The Influence of the Automobile on Rural Health Care,
1900–29”, Journal of the History of Medicine, 28:4 (1973), 319–335. Meanwhile in Britain, a contributor told
The Autocar magazine in January 1921 that “modern doctors have more to bless the motor for than any other
class”.
38 The Autocar, 20 January 1939, 118. Even accounting for buyers travelling into cities to buy cars, the divide
between urban and rural car ownership was significant.
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To be sure, we see in Klemperer and Miller’s diaries evidence that personal motoring
was reaching beyond the male middle-classes. Klemperer observed in December 1935
that “all the quite ordinary people on our new streets have their garage”, although
“quite ordinary” may have meant middle-class to him.39 His driving test cohort was
noticeably diverse:

A dozen people were sitting in the waiting room…Mostly young people, a girl among them,
all younger than I, most of them working class or the like. Only one gentleman from my
driving school, early forties, a war invalid who drives a specially constructed car.40

That Klemperer noticed a woman in this way tells us that he thought her presence
unusual. Indeed, only twelve per cent of those taking their driving test that year were
female.41 But it also reminds us that women participated in motoring, if in a different
way to men. David Jeremiah notes that by the 1920s the image of the female motorist,
“with arms outstretched, billowing scarf, and flowing drapery swirling in the wind”,
was a symbol of modern motoring.42 For Georgine Clarsen this image is symptomatic
of a contradiction between women being “welcomed as consumers of automobiles” on
one hand, “but classed as incompetent technological actors” on the other.43 Female
drivers were subject to condescension in automotive magazines and precluded from quo-
tidian driving practices.44 For example, the Daily Mail warned in 1924 that women
should not use cars for shopping in case they lose their “health and beauty”.45 Adam
C. Stanley duly summarises that female automobility was restricted within patriarchal
boundaries.46

Klemperer and Miller’s wives, Eva and Dorothy, experienced automobility within
these boundaries. Dorothy held a driving licence from the same time as her husband,
and sometimes drove his car.47 In 1940 Miller hired a second car, unusual for the
time, which may have been for his wife’s use.48 That said, her agency as a motorist
was tempered by her husband’s ownership of the automotive domain. He recorded her
journeys in his diary, and evidently left her out on many occasions too. Eva
Klemperer did not drive but she played an instrumental role as navigator on her husband’s
excursions.49 Moreover, Klemperer suggested that it was Eva who encouraged him to

39 Klemperer, I Shall Bear Witness, 173.
40 Ibid., 183.
41 Statistisches Jahrbuch für das Deutsche Reich, 1938 (Berlin: Paul Schmidt, 1938), 234.
42 David Jeremiah, Representations of British Motoring (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2007), 85.
43 Georgine Clarsen, Eat My Dust: Early Women Motorists (Baltimore MA: Johns Hopkins University Press,
2008), 158.
44 For examples of targeted advertising, see The Motor, 29 August 1922, 50–51; 6 December 1932, 33; and 20
December 1932, 27. Such innovations included “clutchless gear change” and “automatic restarting in traffic”.
45 “Women Who Do No Walking”, Daily Mail, 17 July 1924, 7.
46 Adam C. Stanley, Modernizing Tradition: Gender and Consumerism in Interwar France and Germany
(Baton Rouge LA: Louisiana State University Press, 2008), 113–128.
47 “Driving licence of Dorothy Rose Miller”, National Motor Museum Motoring Archives, GB 307 MIL:3.
48 Miller, “Logbook 1”, 123.
49 Klemperer, I Shall Bear Witness, 268.
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take up driving in the first place.50 While Dorothy and Eva were not primary actors in the
automotive domain, their experiences can be seen as moments of creeping change, laying
the groundwork for greater female participation during the following decades.

In terms of uses as well as users this was an age of transition for the car. Clearly the
Edwardian tradition of Sunday drives and motoring holidays persisted. Miller’s diaries
recount many motoring holidays through Britain (Figure 2), and even in the late 1930s
he laid up the car and surrendered his driving licence during winter. Klemperer also
used his car for long motor tours. For example, in May 1937 he drove from Dresden
to Berlin, effusively describing his trip like an old-fashioned leisure excursion.51

Sometimes he simply took in the countryside around Dresden: “In the late afternoon
we went for a wonderful drive. Pesterwitz, Wurgwitz, Kesselsdorf, Grumbach,
Tharandt. We stopped for a while at an especially beautiful view of meadows and
woods”.52 For both diarists the car was a coddled possession, always garaged and
treated with the “reverence” that Peter Thorold has written about.53 In this sense, car own-
ership was still more novel than normal, more hobby than habit.

Even so, quotidian driving practices were emerging. After replacing his first car with a
closed-roof model in 1933, Miller drove in all weathers. He travelled frequently to
Osterley, where he visited family, and normally made the return journey to Mundesley in
the early morning, probably so that he was back in time to work at his surgery.54 This was
an early example of commuting by car, and helped Miller maintain close familial ties in
spite of his physical distance. Never was this more acutely demonstrated than when he trav-
elled fromWales (where he was holidaying) to Osterley when his mother passed away sud-
denly in September 1936, a journey he recorded simply as an “emergency overnight trip”.55
This poignantly understated entry does not betray the significance ofmodern automobility for
facilitating emergency travel, which was tragically reiterated when his father died only five
weeks later.56 Osterley’s location on the Great West Road was significant here because this
new arterial route boasted a unique range of garages, roadhouses, and filling stations which
enabled such quotidian driving practices.57 For local journeys in his surgery’s rural catchment
area Miller rode a bicycle, but here the car was undoubtedly used as well, even if it was not
recorded in his diary. Certainly, the 18,300 miles he covered between March 1937 and
March 1938was nomean feat.58 Klemperer also used the car for everyday tasks, such as visit-
ing the dentist, shopping, or going to the cinema.59 Reflecting changing perceptions of a car’s
purpose, he wrote here that “the car really provided what we had so much hoped it would”.60

50 Ibid., 127 and 238.
51 Ibid., 266–273.
52 Ibid., 203.
53 Peter Thorold, The Motoring Age: The Automobile and Britain 1896–1939 (London: Profile, 2003), 113.
54 Miller, “Logbook 1”, 68–72.
55 Ibid., 68.
56 Ibid., 70.
57 Michael John Law, “‘The Flashy Strings of Neon Lights Unravelled’ – Motoring Leisure and the Potential
for Technological Sublimity on the Great West Road”, The London Journal, 39:3 (2014), 281–294.
58 Miller, “Logbook 1”, 98.
59 Klemperer, I Shall Bear Witness, 197, 199 and 200.
60 Ibid., 199.
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Conflicting emotions at the wheel
Whether driving to the shops or holidaying across the country, commanding the wheel of
a car conferred a sense of freedom on the driver. As John Urry argues, car travel’s appeal
lies in its “timeless fashion”, requiring no inflexible timetables and connections.61

Without his car, Miller could not have left West London at 4.30 am and be back in
North Norfolk by 9.00 am as he regularly did by 1936. Cars also provided freedom in
the form of what Wolfgang Sachs calls “little escapes”.62 Klemperer’s car offered an
escape from the drudgery of daily life and, more importantly, the Nazi regime’s increas-
ing persecution:

[31.12.35] The car will give us a little bit of life and of the world again.

[27.03.37] To give up the car would be to imprison Eva.

Figure 2. The Miller family on a motoring holiday, 1938. National Motor Museum Motoring

Archives, GB 307 MIL:1:1.

61 John Urry, “The ‘System’ of Automobility”, Theory, Culture & Society, 21:4 (2004), 25–39, here 28–31.
62 Wolfgang Sachs, For the Love of the Automobile: Looking Back at the History of Our Desires, translated by
Don Reneau (Oxford: University of California Press, 1992), 106.
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[06.08.37] Again and again we simply trundle away from the heat and the kitchen duty and
the misery of the gloomiest thoughts, for just as long as the [financial] reserve lasts.63

Historians and contemporaries alike have identified freedom with speed. Driving
speedily along new highways empowered drivers and encouraged them to mimic upper-
class motorsport pioneers of the early century. T. C. Bridges and H. Hessell-Tiltman’s
popular 1933 book The Romance of Speed reflected widespread reverence to the tran-
scendental experience of travelling fast.64 In Germany, popular emphasis on the syn-
aesthetic thrill of driving (testified by the popularity of motorcycles) lead some
people to lament how closed-body cars, while faster, produced a muted sensory
experience.65

While speed and freedom were indeed important, I believe that overstating them risks
reproducing a deterministic narrative propagated by popular historians, namely one
which credits linear technological developments (such as increased speed) for the diffu-
sion of car ownership.66 Miller and Klemperer’s diaries show something more ambiva-
lent. As Klemperer’s above entries demonstrate, the emancipatory potential of the car
ran much deeper than just travelling quickly. Moreover, motoring was as much a
source of frustration and anxiety for our diarists as freedom and pleasure. Take for
instance the cost of buying a car. Miller’s first car was two years old, with 2607 miles
on the clock, and cost £115, approximately half the price of a brand-new model.
Klemperer’s car was also second-hand and had 18,788 miles on the clock when he
bought it. The decision to buy second-hand was clearly a financial one – Klemperer
wrote that “a new one costs too much” – but we can also infer a reticence to over-commit
to this novel technology, a new example of which would have made a bold financial and
social status.67 Klemperer was concerned because he had financed his car by borrowing
2,000 M against his life insurance policy. Miller was more socially and financially secure,
so bought a new car every few years by part exchanging his old one and paying the dif-
ference. In both Britain and Germany, consumer credit carried a taboo which forced even
relatively well-off consumers to spend modestly.68

The initial buying cost was compounded by ongoing running expenses. An extract
from Miller’s expenditure account gives a flavour of annual costs equivalent to several
thousand pounds when adjusted to modern values:

63 Klemperer, I Shall Bear Witness, 174, 260 and 283.
64 T. C. Bridges & H. Hessell-Tiltman, The Romance of Motoring (London: George G. Harrap & Co., 1933).
65 Gijs Mom, “Encapsulating Culture: European Car Travel, 1900–1940”, Journal of Tourism History, 3:3
(2011), 289–307, here 305–306.
66 David Edgerton argues for a “use-centred” history of technology which does more than chart a timeline of
innovation and progress (which of course are subjective terms): David Edgerton, The Shock of the Old:
Technology and Global History Since 1900 (London: Profile, 2006)
67 Klemperer, I Shall Bear Witness, 185.
68 Jan Logemann, “Americanization Through Credit? Consumer Credit in Germany, 1860s–1960s”, The
Business History Review, 85:3 (2011), 529–550; O’Connell, “Taste, Status and Middle Class Motoring”, 182–
184.
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Apr 1932 to Apr 1933

£ s d

Maintenance 69 – 6 – 2

Tax 10 – 0 – 0

Insurance 12 – 2 – 6

91 – 8 – 869

Miller’s laconic prose means we can only guess how annoying he found these costs,
but for Klemperer we are left in no doubt. Days after collecting his car, he complained
that it would cost him 66 M per month.70 Several months later he wrote “I do not dare
undertake any further excursions with the car; 10 litres of petrol, 3.60 M, are too great
an expenditure”.71 By October 1936 the car was unused, but was “expensive even
when it is not moving”.72 The reality of motoring contrasted with the outward impression
that a car owner must be “very well off”.73 Klemperer recognised this, writing “I have a
villa and a car, I have a monthly pension of 492 M, and we are poorer, more bound down,
proletarianized than in our most miserable bohemian and destitute days”.74 Klemperer’s
fatalist outlook could accommodate this state of affairs, but for many others it surely
made car ownership a short-lived folly. Even the most banal costs caused grievance.
Miller made a point of retaining toll tickets, accompanied by the annotation
“scandal”.75 Pooley points out that such “minor inconveniences” are rarely recorded in
writing, so this eccentric habit brings into focus the ways that these diaries can
enhance our understanding of historical car travel.76

Klemperer and Miller found that motoring was most irritating when their cars required
repair. The literature on historical automotive maintenance is relatively small, yet, as
Stefan Krebs tells us, ongoing repair was a definitive experience in the consumption of
the car.77 Miller may have scoffed at The Autocar magazine’s calculation in 1926 that
drivers could keep their cars in good order with only eleven hours of maintenance per

69 Miller, “Logbook 1”, 18.
70 Klemperer, I Shall Bear Witness, 191.
71 Ibid., 211.
72 Ibid., 244.
73 Dagmar Reese, Growing Up Female in Nazi Germany, translated by William Templar (Ann Arbor MI:
University of Michigan Press, 2006), 172.
74 Klemperer, I Shall Bear Witness, 261.
75 Miller, “Logbook 1”, 54 and 64.
76 Pooley, ‘Spotlight on the Traveller: Individual Experiences of Routine Journeys’, 221–223.
77 Stefan Krebs, “Maintaining the Mobility of Motor Cars: The Case of (West) Germany, 1918–1980”, in
Stefan Krebs and Heike Weber (eds.), The Persistence of Technology: Histories of Repair, Reuse and Disposal
(Bielefeld: Transcript, 2021), 139–162. For a review of existing literature on this subgenre of automotive history
see Andrew L. Russell and Lee Vinsel, “After Innovation, Turn to Maintenance”, Technology and Culture, 59:1
(2018), 1–25, here 3–7.
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year.78 As soon as he purchased his first car he had to repair it, and then again only five
months later, entailing several months off the road.79 Months after buying a brand-new car
in 1933, he was forced to install a new engine, which itself failed just months later.80 His
next new car, bought in March 1937, was returned to the manufacturer for repairs only
three months after purchase.81 Klemperer fared no better. “Sometimes the engine is too
cold, sometimes it is supposed to be the battery, sometimes the starter, sometimes the
gaskets on the carburettor filter. The result is always the same: it doesn’t go, always
expenses.” 82 In frustration he christened the car “the jalopy”. Miller was a skilled engineer
who performed most car maintenance in his own garage, which included an inspection
pit.83 Klemperer, however, possessed no mechanical knowledge and instead relied on
the services of a working-class mechanic, Michael. Here, at a time when, as we have
seen, the majority of motorists were still middle-class, mechanical expertise challenged
the primacy of social standing in the automotive domain, reproducing the early-century
contest between owner and chauffeur between driver and mechanic.84

It would be easy to disregard Miller and Klemperer’s reservations given that they
persevered with car ownership, but the cost and inconvenience of this upkeep
formed a genuine barrier to use. Furthermore, driving was incredibly dangerous. No
doubt this resonated deeply with Miller, who, as a doctor, was sometimes required to
attend car accidents. For example, in 1933 he was called to a nearby village to jack
up an overturned van and recover the deceased driver’s body from beneath it.85

Danger suffused his diaries. His second car was crashed and “smashed beyond
repair” just two days after he sold it; and in 1934, he came across a serious accident
while driving home from Osterley which necessitated him taking the injured party to
hospital.86 The latter incident shows that bad weather posed a barrier to the quotidian
use of what were relatively primitive vehicles: “4.30 am Osterley to Mundesley. Heavy
fog & mist nearly all the way. Very slow progress. Came across serious accident 7 am
south of Newmarket. Took injured party to hospital in Newmarket”. Miller’s noncha-
lant tone suggests that such incidents were not unusual. In fact, thousands of people
were killed and hundreds of thousands injured on British and German roads every
year during the 1930s.87 He concluded his entry with an ironic reference to car
repairs he had made the previous day: “Effected repairs to same [the injured driver]
under general anaesthesia. Good breakfast as reward”.88

78 The Autocar, 5 March 1926, 375–379.
79 Miller, “Logbook 1”, 2 and 8.
80 Ibid., 24 and 26
81 Ibid., 82.
82 Klemperer, I Shall Bear Witness, 193.
83 As recalled by a Mundesley resident who lodged with the Millers in the 1970s.
84 Kevin Borg, “The “Chauffeur Problem” in the Early Auto Era: Structuration Theory and the Users of
Technology”, Technology and Culture, 40:4 (1999), 797–832.
85 “Forncett Stationmaster’s Son’s Death”, Diss Express, 10 November 1933, 12.
86 Miller, “Logbook 1”, 36 & 76.
87 Keith Laybourn and David Taylor, The Battle for the Roads of Britain: Police, Motorists and the Law,
c.1890s to 1970s (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015), 1–2.
88 Miller, “Logbook 1”, 36–38.
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While Miller faced all this with calmness and macabre humour, Klemperer was often
frightened. During his driving lessons (which Miller was not required to take in Britain)
he sweated profusely and could barely remember his left from his right when navigating
steering and pedals.89 He wrote of the physical toll driving took on him.90 For months
after he passed his test, he was frightened of driving alone:

The constant worry that I as a driver must not cause any mischief… At first after the long gap
of two months and with the fast car, to which I am not accustomed, I drove very badly, now it
is going substantially better. But I am afraid of driving alone and of the responsibility for
Eva. She comes on the drives now… When I am driving I see nothing of the landscape,
my eyes are fixed on the road.91

The latter comment here highlights the limits of the Autowandern phenomenon identi-
fied by Rudy Koshar, which emphasised a slow, leisurely mode of automobility
whereby motorists enjoyed their bucolic surroundings.92 Driving a car exhausted
Klemperer’s attention so that he could not admire the view if he wanted to. His
anxiety arose largely from the Nazi regime’s persecution of Jews, and the risk of
brutal repercussions for the smallest misdemeanour, hence his fear of causing “mis-
chief”.93 In July 1936 he felt terrified when he dangerously, though innocently, mis-
judged an overtake. Here he was fortunate that he, rather than his irate accuser (who
dismissed his protestations as “Jew talk”), made the better impression on the attendant
policeman.94 Perhaps the timing of this incident, just weeks before the Berlin Olympics,
when “Jew-baiting” was toned down, also spared Klemperer from recriminations.95 But
the legacy of this incident was a lingering uncertainty every time he drove, and it was
not the last time his car brought him into contact with the authorities. Months later he
accidentally knocked a boy off a bicycle, and in November 1938 he and Eva were
injured in a serious car accident.96 Sometimes he fell asleep at the wheel, or drove
drunk.97 These incidents were dangerous to Klemperer because motoring, like so
many areas of daily life, was now an arena in which (un)belonging to the national com-
munity was demarcated. The lurking threat of harassment was realised in the form of
a ban on Jews driving in December 1938, enacted on the basis that they were

89 Klemperer, I Shall Bear Witness, 182.
90 Ibid., 193.
91 Ibid., 191.
92 Rudy Koshar, “Germans at theWheel: Cars and Leisure Travel in Interwar Germany”, in Rudy Koshar (ed.),
Histories of Leisure (Oxford: Berg, 2002), 215–230, here 217–221.
93 The best work on Jewish persecution remains Saul Friedländer, Nazi Germany and the Jews, Volume 1: The
Years of Persecution, 1933–1939 (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1997).
94 Klemperer, I Shall Bear Witness, 215–216.
95 Arnd Krüger, “Germany: The Propaganda Machine”, in Arnd Krüger and William Murray (eds.), The Nazi
Olympics: Sport, Politics, and Appeasement in the 1930s (Chicago IL: University of Illinois Press, 2003), 17–
43, here 24–25.
96 Klemperer, I Shall Bear Witness, 333–334.
97 Ibid., 191 and 287.
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“unreliable”.98 At this point Klemperer ceased to be a motorist, losing in the process an
important statement of liberty and identity.

The combination of freedom and excitement on one hand and anxiety and danger on
the other left motorists feeling conflicted about automobility. Klemperer lurched between
eager automobilist and avowed disbeliever, reflecting his general mood, which was deter-
mined by how he perceived the present political situation. Driving was “senseless in
every respect and contrary to nature”, he wrote in December 1935; yet by the following
February he could concede that “perhaps it is after all not as senseless as it appears to
me”.99 Weeks later he was back to square one: “now I have the driving licence, the
car, the garage – and feel even more depressed than before”.100 He was fully conscious
of his ambivalence, writing of the “joys and sorrows of driving”.101 Miller’s diligent note-
keeping and mechanical knowledge suggest that he was more firmly invested, but even he
must have recognised the contradictory experience of modern motoring, which plays out
tacitly between his travelogue notes and business-like cost accounts. We should also
remember that, like today, driving could be downright mundane. After running errands
for Eva, Klemperer grumbled that he was “nothing but a taxi driver”.102 We can only
speculate how much Miller really enjoyed his early five-hour drives between
Mundesley and Osterley in an open-top car.

Participating in modern automobility was socially symbolic and some of Klemperer’s
frustration stemmed from what his failure to fully enjoy this new technology represented.
His hubris frequently showed through:

Todaywe brought Frau Lehmann here in the car, and as I drove in I collidedwith the garden gate
again for thefirst time inmonths. Bent bumper and a great blow tomy pride… I had felt very sure
of myself and believed I had now finally outgrown my swaddling clothes as a driver.103

It is no coincidence that Klemperer felt his pride bruised with a woman in the car, as auto-
mobility had long been identified with masculinity. If fast modern cars were manly then
Klemperer’s dilapidated jalopy emasculated him by its very appearance, and the fact that
he lacked the mechanical skill to fix it.104 Klemperer’s ambivalence towards the car may
also have reflected a wider coming to terms with modernity. The car was modern in
several ways: it was technologically innovative; it was the ultimate desirable in a new
age of consumerism; and its capacity for personal transportation satisfied what Koshar
and Alon Confino call “the right of the modern citizen to individual mobility”.105 Thus
Klemperer wrote that simply fuelling the car and inflating the tyres were “experiences

98 Ibid., 340.
99 Ibid., 172 and 185.
100 Ibid., 191.
101 Ibid., 249.
102 Ibid., 201.
103 Ibid., 246.
104 O’Connell, The Car in British Society, 45–46.
105 Alon Confino and Rudy Koshar, “Regimes of Consumer Culture: New Narratives in Twentieth-Century
German History”, German History, 19:2 (2001), 135–161, here 157.
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for the present”.106 Adopting Tom Gunning’s characterisation of modernity – the “oppos-
ition between the explosive energy of constant change… and the equally tireless design
of a systematic organisation designed to not only contain that energy, but convert it into a
useable force” – Garry Leonard suggests the car’s internal combustion engine as a meta-
phor for modernity, because it too contains a series of explosions to produce forward
motion.107 We can frame the high and lows of motoring experienced by Klemperer
and Miller in the same way. As Braine A. Brownell has written of 1920s America,
“the intellectual and psychological responses to the automobile mirrored the larger cul-
tural uncertainty… about the meaning of modernity”.108 Moreover, with the discourse
of automotive modernity increasingly subsumed into Nazism, it is easy to see how car
ownership left Klemperer feeling conflicted about what it meant to be modern.109

Motorised minds
It is striking that Miller and Klemperer stuck with their cars in spite of their conflicted
emotions. Klemperer went to great length to accommodate the cost, for example by
cutting back on food and a housemaid.110 When he won 74 M on the lottery, he resolved
to blow the lot on alcohol and petrol.111 Maintaining the car was “madness really”, he
wrote, “and yet whenever we reflect on it, the conclusion is to keep it and hold on. It
is, in the fullest sense of the word, tragicomic”.112 Why both men persevered is an import-
ant question to answer if we are to understand how the system of automobility became
engrained in twentieth-century society.

One explanation may lay in the relationship owners established with their vehicles.
Cars were imagined as people, even friends and family members. Miller invested indi-
viduality in his cars by using their registration numbers in the sense of given names.
Klemperer’s use of the word “jalopy” may likewise have been a term of endearment.
The car was commonly perceived as female. German screenwriter Curt J. Braun wrote
that “a car owner does not have one mistress like every other man, but two: the
woman of his heart, and his car”. He continued: “every car has a character. There are
stormy and passionate cars… there are cars that are tender… there are cars that are
cold, sharp, and unfeeling”.113 The image of mechanical mistress combined the intimacy,
excitement, escapism, and sexual transgression popularly associated with automobility,
even if this was not the owner’s actual experience. Even mechanical unreliability
could be endearing. Owners spoke affectionately of their cars as “sobbing, whining,

106 Klemperer, I Shall Bear Witness, 191.
107 Garry Leonard, “‘The Famished Roar of Automobiles’: Modernity, the Internal Combustion Engine, and
Modernism”, in Pamela Caughie (ed.),Disciplining Modernism (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), 221–241,
here 221–222.
108 Blaine A. Brownell, “A Symbol of Modernity: Attitudes Toward the Automobile in Southern Cities in the
1920s”, American Quarterly, 24 (1972), 20–44, here 44.
109 An indicative example is Fritz Todt, “Nordic Man and Transportation”, reproduced in Anson Rabinbach and
Sander L. Gilman (eds.), The Third Reich Sourcebook (London: University of California Press, 2013), 673–675.
110 Klemperer, I Shall Bear Witness, 210.
111 Ibid., 312.
112 Ibid., 263.
113 Das Magazin, September 1931, 34.
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rumbling, as well as stuttering, hammering, knocking, singing, howling, growling,
ticking, hissing, and droning.”114 As Joseph Corn notes, this was because cars were
seen to suffer from human maladies which required “diagnosis” and “remedy” rather
than mechanical repair.115 Thus Klemperer referred to his mechanic Michael as his
“chief nurse and adviser”.116 It is irresistible to imagine Dr. Miller thinking of his car
in similar terms.

We should also not underestimate the permeant appeal of automobility, which as Mom
and Koshar have argued, extended beyond those who consumed the car first-hand.117 To
simply walk alongside a new road was to be immersed in a culture of mobility increas-
ingly dominated by the car. Minds, if not bodies, were motorised. Journalist Philip Oakes,
who grew up in rural northern England in the 1930s, recalled of a local family that “the[ir]
car with its leather upholstery… spelled a way of life so prodigal… The Aarons affected
me like loud music and bright colours. To ignore them was like walking away from a
parade. I did not want to join in, but I wanted to watch.”118 Similarly, in Germany
Horst Krüger remembered that

When one day the Ernsts went so far as to buy a car – a little black Opel P4 – the event, long
before Hitler, was like a small revolution in Eichkamp. My parents watched enviously from
behind the curtains as the Ernst family got into this odd vehicle on Sunday afternoons and
drove off as if summoned by a higher power.119

It was both a symptom and a cause of the automobile’s prominence in the interwar imagin-
ation that cars were conspicuous in popular culture. “The film without the car is a pure
impossibility”, Austrian writer Vicki Baum argued in 1926. “It is not a prop, but rather
the story itself, drama, impetus, centre.”120 As Möser argues, all this must be seen in
the context of a wider fascination with speed and technology.121 It is certainly tempting
to see Krüger’s allusion to a “higher power” as an unconscious reference to flight, the con-
temporary phenomenon of airmindedness here finding a parallel motor-mindedness.122

114 Stefan Krebs, ““Sobbing, Whining, Rumbling”: Listening to Automobiles as Social Practice”, in Trevor
Pinch and Karin Bijsterveld (eds.), The Oxford Handbook of Sound Studies (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2011), 79–101, here 85.
115 Joseph Corn,User Unfriendly: Consumer Struggles With Personal Technologies, From Clocks and Sewing
Machines to Cars and Computers (Baltimore MA: John Hopkins University Press, 2011), 121–123.
116 Klemperer, I Shall Bear Witness, 194.
117 Rudy Koshar, German Travel Cultures (Oxford: Berg, 2000), 119; Mom, Atlantic Automobilism, 646.
118 Philip Oakes, From Middle England: A Memory of the 1930s (New York NY: St. Martin’s Press, 1980),
114.
119 Horst Krüger, A Crack in the Wall: Growing Up Under Hitler, translated by Ruth Hein (New York NY:
Fromm International Publishing Corporation, 1982), 31.
120 Vicki Baum, “The Automobile in Film”, reproduced in Anton Kaes, Nicholas Baer and Michael Cowan
(eds.), The Promise of Cinema: German Film Theory, 1907–1933 (Oakland CA: University of California Press,
2016), 327–328.
121 Kurt Möser, “The Dark Side of ‘Automobilism’, 1900–30: Violence, War and the Motor Car”, Journal of
Transport History, 24:2 (2003), 238–258.
122 For an overview of interwar airmindedness, see Michael John Law, The Experience of Suburban
Modernity: How Private Transport Changed Interwar London (Manchester: Manchester University Press,
2014), 57–76.
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Miller and Klemperer’s own world-views were increasingly defined by automobility.
Klemperer could not help but notice the car wherever he went. In the village of
Oberkipsdorf he remarked that the railway station now had “a place for cars to turn in
front of it”, and that in Kamenz cars parked on the market place.123 He was particularly
struck by the motorised metropolis of Berlin.124 These innocuous observations demon-
strate not just the growth of personal motorisation and Klemperer’s inward ambivalence
about the change this represented, but how fully the car had occupied his psyche. To echo
Peter Merriman, people like Miller and Klemperer did not simply motor, they became
motorists.125 Klemperer was fully aware of this. In May 1936 he wrote symbolically
of his and Eva’s “motorised wedding anniversary”.126 Three days later he acknowledged
that “the car eats me up”.127 For good or for bad motorists and non-motorists alike were
consumed by the image of the car. Miller may well have agreed with Klemperer’s sober
reflection: “car, car over all, it has taken a terrible hold of us, d’une passion
dévorante”.128

Conclusion
This paper seeks to sketch the lived experience of interwar motoring in Britain and
Germany, and understand the emotions attached to automobility. Access to cars expanded
in this period, but the process was protracted. Leisurely use persisted alongside emergent
quotidian practices. The monopoly of male middle-class drivers was challenged only
tacitly. Above all else, the dairies of Hugh Miller and Victor Klemperer offer a corrective
to the assumption that Europeans, wearied by war and used to antiquated systems of local
mobility, were suddenly emancipated by automotive travel. Quite the opposite: battling
against costs and repairs, our diarists were financially and emotionally committed to
what was still an experimental technology. For Klemperer this reflected a general fatalism
fostered by Nazi terror; in Miller’s case, the indulgence permitted by comfortable middle-
class life. Both men were psychologically motorised by their ambivalent experience of the
car, as were millions of other Britons and Germans. Automobility offered enough enjoy-
ment yet enough frustration and anxiety to keep them invested in the pursuit of its full
emancipatory potential. This was Ladd’s automotive love and hate, but felt synchronously,
intermittently and equivocally, not wholly and oppositely. Conflicted feelings about the car
fostered a unique emotional response which may partly account for its endurance as the
primary system of personal mobility. As Urry reminds us, the car is “simultaneously
immensely flexible and wholly coercive”.129 It is a pertinent time to reflect on this
paradox, because studies suggest that, almost a century on from Klemperer and Miller’s
pioneering foray into motoring, an eco-conscious generation of Americans and Western

123 Klemperer, I Shall Bear Witness, 198 and 202.
124 Ibid., 269–270.
125 Peter Merriman, Driving Spaces, 8.
126 Klemperer, I Shall Bear Witness, 199.
127 Ibid., 202.
128 Ibid., 201.
129 John Urry, Mobilities (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2007), 119.
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Europeans may have reached “peak car”.130 Emotional ambivalence was intrinsic to the
advent of a car culture whose demise may be driven by rather more rational arguments.

The act of reading Miller and Klemperer’s diaries evokes its own emotions. We inev-
itably feel the frustrations of interwar motoring. But these is also a sense of poignancy at
the unrealised promises of automobility, the failure of this mechanical technology to fully
deliver the freedom expected by our diarists. No doubt Klemperer envisaged in his car
what he saw in his diary: a “balancing pole” against the terror of the Third Reich.131

However, his status as a persecuted Jew was scarcely ameliorated by the automobile.
The car pained him with its shortcomings, brought him into contact with the authorities,
and ultimately became another part of his identity stolen by Nazi persecution. By climb-
ing behind the steering wheel to be free, Klemperer was reminded that he was not. Miller
did not need a “balancing pole” because his favourable social position was never chal-
lenged. In contrast to Klemperer, his life was stable and privileged, his experience of
motoring shaped by dynamics of class but never compromised by them. This accounts
for their different ways of writing about cars. Klemperer’s compulsion to analyse every-
thing and set it down in writing was a response to his liminality and a search for belonging
in a changing world. Miller’s contrastingly laconic prose reflected the stability he felt in a
world which demanded no soul-searching. This difference in itself highlights that auto-
motive history is not a history of mechanical objects, but of individual people, feelings
and lived experiences.

The discovery of these lived experiences is an important and intended outcome of
studying the genre of life writing. As sociologists have pointed out, the conception of
car journeys as “lost” time between points A and B diverts focus from what people do
and feel during them, which, as Klemperer and Miller show, is the very substance of
being a motorist.132 Diaries cannot give us a comprehensive or objectively faithful inter-
pretation of the past because the diarist chooses what, when and how to write. Moreover,
diarists are individuals who cannot be held as representative of society at large, even if
they give us insights about it. To return to an earlier point, Klemperer and Miller’s
diaries are indeed tales of two motorists, not thousands. Even so, the experiences of
motoring common to both, as elucidated in this paper, testify that there is good reason
to build on Pooley’s recent work by integrating life-writing into automotive history, espe-
cially if we want to tell an emotional history of the car.

What became of our diarists? Miller maintained his diary until 1989, just a few months
before his death, his cost accounts having given way to doodles and notes which were
increasingly idiosyncratic in an age when driving was no longer a novelty. Klemperer’s
automotive days ended more suddenly. Following the 1938 ban on Jews driving, in
March 1941 he was forced to sell the forlorn Opel. Klemperer recounted in poignant

130 David Metz, “Peak Car and Beyond: The Fourth Era of Travel”, Transport Reviews, 33:3 (2013), 255–270.
131 Victor Klemperer, The Language of the Third Reich: LTI – Lingua Tertii Imperii, translated by Martin
Brady (London: Continuum, 2006), 9.
132 Eric Laurier, Hayden Lorimer, Barry Brown, Owain Jones, Oskar Juhlin, Allyson Noble, Mark Perry,
Daniele Pica, Philippe Sormani, Ignaz Strebel, Laurel Swan, Alex Taylor, Laura Watts and Alexandra
Weilenmann, “Driving and ‘Passengering’: Notes on the Ordinary Organization of Car Travel”, Mobilities, 3:1
(2008), 1–23.
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detail how two young boys taunted him by shouting “the Jew’s car, the Jew’s car!” as the
jalopy was retrieved from his garage, destined, as a fitting final humiliation, to be
scrapped.133 Casual anti-Semitism had once associated the Jewish stereotype with expen-
sive new cars, but now Klemperer’s old dilapidated vehicle spoke instead for the Jewish
condition.134 The “grief, real grief at the theft of the car” stuck with him during the war
as he frequently reminisced about driving and longed for the return of his vehicle.135

This was not to be. Thrust into the political limelight of the new German Democratic
Republic (GDR), where a personal car would not be provided, Klemperer found himself
instead chauffeured at will in a government vehicle. It was an ironic end to the motoring
career of a man who so vividly brought to life his experiences in the coveted driver’s seat.
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